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By Terry A. Hurlbut June 17, 2023

Fox News goes full woke
cnav.news/2023/06/17/editorial/talk/fox-news-goes-full-woke/

Two afternoons ago, Matt Walsh – who suffered demonetization on YouTube recently –
dropped a twenty-five-tweet thread on Twitter about Fox News. The news he had to share is
not flattering. Fox News has embraced fully the “woke” agenda that BlackRock and
Vanguard are pushing on the companies they own/ control. Thus Fox News is supporting
activities that, not so long ago, would be criminal. But Matt Walsh’s revelation also shows the
agenda BlackRock and Vanguard are pursuing – the depopulation of the Earth by attrition.

Strange doings at Fox News

As other influencers have noted, Fox News has been doing strange things lately. First they
canceled Tucker Carlson’s show – but then kept paying him his stipend, hoping to keep him
quiet. (Of course, he will not be quiet, and has in effect dared Fox to sue him.) Theories on
why Fox did what they did are as many and varied as those offering them. Did Dominion
Voting Services demand his cancellation as the price of a settlement, as Gov. Greg Abbott
(R-Texas) recently accused? Did Rupert Murdoch make a deal with Volodymyr Zelensky of
Ukraine to oust Tucker? Or did Fox News oust Tucker Carlson for the same reason some
others have disrespected Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.?

If Matt Walsh is correct, then Fox News had another, plainer motive for removing Tucker
Carlson from their line-up. Tucker Carlson would never have gone along with “woke”
employee “sensitivity” training, of the type Matt Walsh now reveals. The deeper reasons for
that go to two giant holding companies, who between them hold controlling, or near
controlling, interest in Fox Corporation, the parent of Fox News. These companies are
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BlackRock Fund Advisers and The Vanguard Group. Already they have controlling interest in
Alphabet, Inc., parent of Google, parent of YouTube. Remarkably, this video from the “Salty
Berserker Channel” survives, catching Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock, saying in 2017:

You have to force behaviors, and at BlackRock we are forcing behaviors.

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/h06jErvS4rc

Fink is catching backlash from that comment now. But maybe he doesn’t care.

The thread

With that in mind, here are the odd numbers from the thread. Warning! This thread treats
sensitive subjects in forthright, even anatomically forthright, ways. Parental judgment and
discretion are advised.

🧵1/ BREAKING: We've obtained internal docs from @FoxNews employees. Fox Corp
is celebrating Pride by encouraging employees to read about “glory holes,” supporting
a group that gives sterilizing hormones to homeless youth, & deployed woke AI to
monitor everyone. EXPLICIT CONTENT:

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

3/ Under the heading “Support One Another,” Fox encourages employees to donate to
@TrevorProject, @AliForneyCenter, and @LALGBTCenter.
pic.twitter.com/vWEcGMHpsR

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023
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5/ The Ali Forney Center, which Fox praises for rescuing “homeless LGBT youth,”
appears to admit (on Twitter and its website) that it injects these homeless young
people with cross-sex hormones, which are known to cause sterilization.
pic.twitter.com/oZp91eR8Hk

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

7/ Let’s scroll down a bit more on the Fox employee portal.  Employees are also
encouraged to “expand [their] perspective” by reading books by trans activists,
including a memoir titled Fairest “about a precocious boy … who would grow up to
become a woman.” pic.twitter.com/yfaJHzYzOf

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

9/ The Fox-endorsed book also details the author’s graphic description of having a
“c*ck” in his mouth. pic.twitter.com/MOUdNlDy5z

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

11/ The book, which Fox suggests will “expand your perspective,” also quickly
devolves into gay erotica. pic.twitter.com/PPMr3cfIQh

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

13/ Fox further recommends that employees listen to podcasts like “Queery” and watch
various TED Talks about “LGBT life.” In one of those talks, a woman explains that
undergoing a medically unnecessary double mastectomy is a sign of strength.
pic.twitter.com/kZcFd09ZaW

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

15/ Not all Fox employees are happy with this propaganda. That might be why, last
year, Fox experimented with a solution to monitor employees’ commitment to DEI. It’s
an AI platform called Eskalera, which tracks employees’ commitment to the cult of DEI.
pic.twitter.com/f9WKC2nlIp

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

17/ Eskalera says it pulls in data from various sources, including the email and payroll
systems. It generates a “peer comfort index” and a “diversity index,” based in part on
how often employees practice “micro-affirmations.” pic.twitter.com/vmgZWSqs50

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023
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19/ All of the woke indoctrination Fox pushes on its employees seems to have
succeeded. Some Fox News employees are openly hostile to their audience. Here’s
the Instagram page of one employee with pronouns in bio who is highly influential over
Fox News’ actual content: pic.twitter.com/xVJ4JIHNHB

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

21/ This Fox News employee also regularly lashes out at Fox News’ audience. In a
recent post, for example, he attacked conservatives’ concerns over drag queens
targeting children, writing, “When are you hicks going to be honest about who the real
problem is[?]” pic.twitter.com/ViX3pGKeHL

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

23/ Do the executives and owners just not know what’s happening in their company? 
Are they trying to comply with some onerous New York State Law?  Do they not care? 
Do they actually support this nonsense?

  
Fox News’ audience deserves to know.

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

25/ These massive funds consolidate the wealth of millions of Americans, and then use
their combined voting power to pursue a radical agenda most of those Americans
oppose. They are Fox’s real customers. And they’re getting exactly what they want.

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) June 15, 2023

The thread brought a predictable reaction from one user calling Mr. Walsh “Mister Hate.” He
then tried to suggest the Bible had worse things in it. Another user corrected the obvious
attempt at misdirection.

Are you so badly taught that you think everything in the Bible is something God
endorses? Some things are there to show us what NOT to do and WHY. 🙄

— 1984 Is Today (@Tribble_Bait) June 16, 2023

But the thread brought another response from a user who charged that a “Committee of 300”
were behind this craze. Their goal was to normalize adult-child intimate contact by making
transgender “transitions” by minors acceptable.
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Elite child mutilating pedophiles known as the Committee of 300 along with their
puppet Presidents and Prime Ministers like Biden & Trudeau are normalizing
pedophilia through child Transgenderism. How so? Because if a child can decide
sexual gender, they can consent to adult sex. https://t.co/GumBkoh3Xd

— Truth Justice ™ (@SpartaJustice) June 16, 2023

The user involved quoted this long-form tweet explaining his thesis further.

THE PEDOPHILE WAR: There is a movement right now to desensitize the world to the
sexualization of children. There is a movement to normalize, accept, allow and
welcome Pedophilia. It is being taught in mainstream therapy conferences. This is the
hidden war against our children.… pic.twitter.com/ThvbQKXpQD

— Truth Justice ™ (@SpartaJustice) June 15, 2023

The Committee of 300 is a conspiracy, or a theory of one, well known to the CIA.
Unaccountably, they keep on their own website a copy of Dr. John Coleman’s 1991 book
describing this Committee. This book is widely available from various booksellers.

Aside from this, no one tried to deny that Fox News had gone this route. Most express
feelings varying from disappointment to disgust. This cartoon probably best sums up most
users’ feelings about the revelations in this thread.

pic.twitter.com/B8gL064M1P

— Paul Hookem  (@PaulHook_em) June 15, 2023

One user pointed out that divesting from BlackRock did not harm the return-on-investment in
their retirement fund. Which should surprise no one, because BlackRock continues to
instruct such policy in the face of vast and successful boycotts.

Getting rid of BlackRock probably helped your portfolio since return on investment is
not their number one priority.

— TheScience (@TheScie72830285) June 16, 2023

Analysis

CNAV believes a conspiracy, whether it consists of 300 members, or 3000, or only 30, does
exist. Their motives are simple: they want the planet for themselves. They will pursue that
end through depopulation – by attrition if possible, or by force should they deem it necessary.
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Encouraging people to embrace the “Rainbow Lifestyle Group” is a direct means of
depopulation by attrition. Persons in those lifestyles, do not reproduce. Yes, we hear of a
California bill to force health insurers to cover fertility interventions for same-sex “couples.”
But don’t expect the politicians to fight very heard to enact this into law. The Committee of
30(0)(0) don’t want it. They want only themselves to reproduce, and no one else.

That’s why employees must support a “charity” that gives cross-sex hormones to homeless
homosexuals, knowing these will sterilize them. And that’s why certain activists push so hard
for “gender affirming care” for minors.

Fox News will likely not survive this. Ever since they canceled Tucker Carlson’s show, people
were already looking for another conservative outlet. After this, if Newsmax or some other
outlet doesn’t satisfy them, they’ll build one. And Fox will have none to blame but
themselves.

People will build a substitute for Fox because they know that the future of civilization is at
stake. What remains now is to wait and see what the Committee of 30(0)(0) will do next.
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